
 
Job Description  
 

Job title: CRM Data Analyst 

Reports to: Sales Campaign Manager 

Department: Marketing 

Hours: 37.5 Hours per week 
Mon-Fri 9.00am – 5.00pm with some flexibility as required 

Remuneration: c£20,000 pa – dependent on experience 

Additional Benefits: Company Standard Benefits 

About the company 

We eliminate business energy waste so that our clients can focus more energy on powering their 
business. We take complete control of our clients energy management and improve bottom line 
profitability. 

We take a data and service-led approach to controlling energy, using Energy Information Technology 
(EIT) combined with people power and knowledge. By taking a transparent approach we are able to 
provide our clients with complete visibility and no surprises. 

Our amazing people are ambitious, hard-wired for success and are invested in customer outcomes, 
seeking out continuous  improvements to help deliver a market leading solution. 

About the Role 

 
The role of CRM Data Analyst exists to ensure that data held within the CRM system (currently 
HubSpot) is robust, complete, accurate and meaningful, and to ensure that the CRM system is 
configured correctly so that sales teams can access the right data in line with the company sales 
process. 
 
The CRM Data Analyst will provide a best in class service to telephony and field sales teams, working 
closely with external data providers and platforms to ensure that the telephony team are fed new and 
appended data to support call campaigns, whilst ensuring that processes are followed and data flows 
between the telephony team and field sales are complete and accurate. The role will also serve as an 
analytical function to provide the management team with insights and performance KPI’s to an 
agreed specification 
 
The progression for this role could be varied depending on the person. This might be into a wider data 
role with the organisation, into a marketing or product role, or follow a path towards sales 
management.  
  



Responsibilities  

 
The responsibilities of the CRM Data Analyst fall under four core sales & marketing areas, Prospect 
Data, Segmenting & Targeting, Process Management, Performance Insights.  
 
The CRM Data Analyst will have ownership for the delivery of a number of ongoing initiatives. The 
detailed framework of direct and indirect responsibilities can be seen below: 
 

 Responsibility 

Prospect Data  Work with an external data provider/platform to deliver new data that meets our 
specific criteria into the business 

 Uploading data into the CRM platform, ensuring duplicate records are avoided 

 Assigning data to individuals and communicating  

 Continually developing the data attributes held on the prospect base to maximise the 
potential from segmenting and targeting 

Segmenting & 
Targeting 

 Translate campaign requirements into advanced segmentation based on key company 
attributes 

 Create custom fields and develop advanced segmentation using filters 

 Communicating new market segments to the sales team and training/demonstrating 
how to access 

Process 
Management 

 CRM platform user management, setting permissions to ensure right levels of access 

 Managing the deal flow process to ensure that this is fit for purpose 

 Adding custom fields and steps to this process and communicating changes to key 
stakeholders 

 Investigating and correcting data anomalies 

Performance 
Insights 

 Manage a series of automated reports held within the CRM platform, providing fixes and 
creating new reports as required 

 Creating bespoke insight reports using a variety of data sources based on management 
requests 

Education, Skills, Experience  

The CRM Data Analyst will have a minimum of 1 years of experience of working with data and have 
the education, skills and experience matching the framework below: 

 Essential Desirable 

Education  A-Levels or Vocational 
Qualification 

 Bachelor’s Degree in marketing or business 
related subject 

Skills  Excel Skills – 
Intermediate/Advanced 

 Communication 

 Planning & Organisation 

 Logical Thinker 

 Analytical  

 Able to embrace positive change 

 Ability to understand complex ideas 

 Able to embrace feedback and learn  

Experience  1 Year or Entry level considered 
with Marketing Qualification 
(e.g. BA Marketing 
Management) 

 2 years of B2B marketing experience 



Our Brand Pillars, Values & Behaviours 

  

  

 

 


